
Each season, Robyn Lynch digs deeper into her family wardrobe to find gems of inspiration. Though instead of the usual peek into her father’s chest of drawers, 
SS23 kicked off with an emotional heirloom originally owned by her mother. Back in the 1983, Susan Lynch flew to Mallorca with her friends and brought back a 
T-shirt as a proof of the good times. With neon smiley faces scattered generously throughout, intertwined with various phrases referencing Lucy-fueled raves, 
this dear, worn out souvenir instantly brought feelings of joy to Robyn. And what better to do with joy than create a whole collection around it? 
 
The humorous graphics of the Mallorca acid tee sparked a trail of thought which led Robyn on a thrilling eBay hunt for the ugliest, funniest, most charming 
souvenir T-shirts from all over the world. The sarcasm in the words and their fonts as well as the gaudy cartoons that jumped out of the cotton became an 
emblem of an imaginary destination. It’s the place where the Robyn Lynch boys are heading for hols next summer: an all-inclusive resort that’s somewhere 
very hot and very cheap. While they might look ready for a mountain bike ride or surfing the waves, in their semi-transparent crinkle nylon trousers, they 
prefer showing off their fits while downing strong, nightmare-inducing drinks next to the plunge pool. The recipe? Generous pour of Stroganoff vodka, a few 
cubes of ice and a splash of any fruit squash accessible. 

This core story of the collection focuses down from the big picture as the Irish designer re-imagines mundane clothing items into elevated pieces of design 
goodness. A particular favourite from the online trawl were the crab puns, omnipresent in the world of drunk and horny tourists. But instead of cheap cotton, 
Robyn imagines her puntastic T-shirt in a light jacquard knit created in fine Italian yarn. Miniature crab embroideries also appear on trousers and jersey 
pieces as abstract ornaments, adding texture and dimensions to classic menswear silhouettes. The towelling poncho, a symbol of safety and warmth your 
mum used to force you to wear, is here reinterpreted as an elevated piece of outerwear executed in two-toned bouclé. And of course there’s a hoodie – 
reversible and made in a rounded shape that replicates its look when lying flat on the beach.

“After working with some incredible specialty brands for several seasons, I felt like this was the right time to refocus on my own creative expression and put to 
use all the knowledge we accumulated over the past years – on fabrications, technology and science behind them, as well as the utilitarian aspect of fashion. 
So I wanted this season to be injected with just as much fun as it is with fine textiles and carefully-crafted silhouettes,” the designer says. This is perhaps best 
showcased through the pieces made in crisp Irish linen, with sleek curved seams and invisible zips turning a drab pair of vintage cargos into something much 
more chic. A fundamental merging of beauty and functionality is becoming a signature of Robyn’s work, as she continues to pave the way for her unique 
sportswear that also doubles as party garb. 

The colours of SS23 form the ultimate summer palette: brick orange and charcoal brown, best complemented with the sand beige and the shade of yellow 
mustard you might find baking in the sun on the terrace of the chip shop. Seasonal textiles, always a considered curation of sustainably-led decisions, include 
natural fibres and specially dyed nylons made out of Seaqual® yarn that’s woven out of ocean waste. The process of reworking is also apparent in the choice 
of accessories which sees Robyn and her team altering a  covetable archive of vintage sunglasses. The final piece to the puzzle is the footwear – a range of 
customised Crocs, crafted to match the full look. It’s the Robyn Lynch way, after all. 

ABOUT ROBYN LYNCH
Dublin-born menswear designer Robyn Lynch founded her eponymous brand upon graduating from the Menswear MA at the University of Westminster 
in June 2018. Having previously studied Printed Textiles at the National College of Art and Design in Dublin, Lynch brings together memories of her Irish 
upbringing and culture with a youthful design approach that reforms traditional ideas of menswear. She has shown twice with Fashion East, before making 
her solo presentation debut at London Fashion Week Men in January 2020. Since then, the designer has worked with cycle brand Rapha and outerwear 
specialists at Columbia on the  ‘Robyn Lynch supported by…’ series which sees the designer reconstructing specialist brands’ deadstock garments. SS23 
marks the return of her mainline collection.
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Each season, Robyn Lynch digs deeper into her family wardrobe to find gems of inspiration. Though instead of the usual peek into her father’s chest of drawers, 
SS23 kicked off with an emotional heirloom originally owned by her mother. Back in the 1983, Susan Lynch flew to Mallorca with her friends and brought back a 
T-shirt as a proof of the good times. With neon smiley faces scattered generously throughout, intertwined with various phrases referencing Lucy-fueled raves, 
this dear, worn out souvenir instantly brought feelings of joy to Robyn. And what better to do with joy than create a whole collection around it? 
 
The humorous graphics of the Mallorca acid tee sparked a trail of thought which led Robyn on a thrilling eBay hunt for the ugliest, funniest, most charming 
souvenir T-shirts from all over the world. The sarcasm in the words and their fonts as well as the gaudy cartoons that jumped out of the cotton became an 
emblem of an imaginary destination. It’s the place where the Robyn Lynch boys are heading for hols next summer: an all-inclusive resort that’s somewhere 
very hot and very cheap. While they might look ready for a mountain bike ride or surfing the waves, in their semi-transparent crinkle nylon trousers, they 
prefer showing off their fits while downing strong, nightmare-inducing drinks next to the plunge pool. The recipe? Generous pour of Stroganoff vodka, a few 
cubes of ice and a splash of any fruit squash accessible. 

This core story of the collection focuses down from the big picture as the Irish designer re-imagines mundane clothing items into elevated pieces of design 
goodness. A particular favourite from the online trawl were the crab puns, omnipresent in the world of drunk and horny tourists. But instead of cheap cotton, 
Robyn imagines her puntastic T-shirt in a light jacquard knit created in fine Italian yarn. Miniature crab embroideries also appear on trousers and jersey 
pieces as abstract ornaments, adding texture and dimensions to classic menswear silhouettes. The towelling poncho, a symbol of safety and warmth your 
mum used to force you to wear, is here reinterpreted as an elevated piece of outerwear executed in two-toned bouclé. And of course there’s a hoodie – 
reversible and made in a rounded shape that replicates its look when lying flat on the beach.

“After working with some incredible specialty brands for several seasons, I felt like this was the right time to refocus on my own creative expression and put to 
use all the knowledge we accumulated over the past years – on fabrications, technology and science behind them, as well as the utilitarian aspect of fashion. 
So I wanted this season to be injected with just as much fun as it is with fine textiles and carefully-crafted silhouettes,” the designer says. This is perhaps best 
showcased through the pieces made in crisp Irish linen, with sleek curved seams and invisible zips turning a drab pair of vintage cargos into something much 
more chic. A fundamental merging of beauty and functionality is becoming a signature of Robyn’s work, as she continues to pave the way for her unique 
sportswear that also doubles as party garb. 

The colours of SS23 form the ultimate summer palette: brick orange and charcoal brown, best complemented with the sand beige and the shade of yellow 
mustard you might find baking in the sun on the terrace of the chip shop. Seasonal textiles, always a considered curation of sustainably-led decisions, include 
natural fibres and specially dyed nylons made out of Seaqual® yarn that’s woven out of ocean waste. The process of reworking is also apparent in the choice 
of accessories which sees Robyn and her team altering a  covetable archive of vintage sunglasses. The final piece to the puzzle is the footwear – a range of 
customised Crocs, crafted to match the full look. It’s the Robyn Lynch way, after all. 

ABOUT ROBYN LYNCH
Dublin-born menswear designer Robyn Lynch founded her eponymous brand upon graduating from the Menswear MA at the University of Westminster 
in June 2018. Having previously studied Printed Textiles at the National College of Art and Design in Dublin, Lynch brings together memories of her Irish 
upbringing and culture with a youthful design approach that reforms traditional ideas of menswear. She has shown twice with Fashion East, before making 
her solo presentation debut at London Fashion Week Men in January 2020. Since then, the designer has worked with cycle brand Rapha and outerwear 
specialists at Columbia on the  ‘Robyn Lynch supported by…’ series which sees the designer reconstructing specialist brands’ deadstock garments. SS23 
marks the return of her mainline collection.
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This season was an opportunity for Robyn Lynch to look within and explore what it means – and looks – to be Irish. So in place of a journey to somewhere far 
away, the designer is taking you to the rainy fields of the Emerald Isle. As a finalist of the 2023 International Woolmark Prize, Robyn was tasked with exploring 
the topic of ‘dialogue’. Her own interpretation hones in on stereotypes as forms of communication and the numerous associations her identity garners with 
others – without as much as uttering a word. “I Googled ‘Irish T-shirt’ and what came out were a bunch of green, leprechauns, shamrocks, pints of Guinness 
and harps,” says Robyn. But instead of trying to prove the stereotypes wrong, she leaned into the iconography by turning those Irish-isms on their head and 
presenting them as symbols of pride. 

This season started with a singular colour palette, consisting of four different shades. Pale pistachio, lizard green, deep sage and phthalo green come togeth-
er in a symphony of hues, executed in Robyn’s most ambitious textile portfolio yet. For AW23, the focus is almost exclusively on Merino wool, a fabric that has 
become part of her vernacular over the years. “It’s much more complex than all synthetic and most natural fibres, which provides Merino wool with a unique 
set of benefits that’s unmatched. The fabric absorbs UV radiation and is both 100% biodegradable and renewable, as well as naturally resistant to fire due 
to its high moisture and nitrogen context. It’s thermoregulatory and its fibres can transfer large quantities of moisture vapour from the body. This means that 
the microclimate next to the skin stays dry, which really came into play when designing the pieces,” says Lynch. 
 
Excited by these learnings, she dug into the origin story of the textile to push its capabilities and maximise its potential across a complete wardrobe – from 
top to toe. Though innovation is key, some of the major design decisions materialised via revisiting signature ideas from her past collections, going all the 
way back to her AW19 debut as part of Fashion East, and executing them in lush Merino treatments. A hero piece emerges in the form of a hybrid knit; a 
showcase of engineering thanks to its seamless blend of traditional weaving techniques reminiscent of a vintage Aran jumper. Extending the key narrative of 
knitwear as outerwear, Robyn reimagines a set of active classics in variations of Merino, including an oversized hoodie, a box-fit fleece and an elegant hiking 
cargo trouser. Her now-signature party print gets a Hibernian makeover on a ribless Merino jacquard jumper, with references to Céilí, a Gaelic folk dance 
dating back to the 19th century. The season rounds off with a more focused selection of other core fabrications, including denims, jerseys, deadstock wool 
and ocean waste-recycled Seaqual® nylons, all custom-dyed to match the Pantone shades of green. 

The looks are completed with a selection of knitted accessories in balaclavas and beanies that match some of the knitting techniques seen in the clothes. 
Footwear comes courtesy of GEOX, an Italian brand known for their breathable and waterproof technologies. Their ‘Snake Man’ model is a sleek contempo-
rary slip-on silhouette that embodies the notion of stylised activewear. Incidentally, they also happen to be the favourite shoe of Robyn’s dad who has one 
in every colourway imaginable.

The soundtrack of the show is developed in collaboration with another strong Irish woman who is redefining tradition through her own mode of creative 
self-expression. Emerging musician Róisín Berkeley created a custom track for the occasion, and is performing it on the catwalk on her harp as the Robyn 
Lynch boys parade a line-up of looks resembling the inventory of the most elevated souvenir shop you’ll never stumble upon at Dublin Airport. 

ABOUT ROBYN LYNCH 
Dublin-born menswear designer Robyn Lynch founded her eponymous brand upon graduating from the Menswear MA at the University of Westminster  
in June 2018. Having previously studied Printed Textiles at the National College of Art and Design in Dublin, Lynch brings together memories of her Irish  
upbringing and culture with a youthful design approach that reforms traditional ideas of menswear. She has shown twice with Fashion East, before making  
her solo presentation debut at London Fashion Week Men in January 2020. Since then, the designer has worked with cycle brand Rapha and outerwear  
specialists at Columbia on the ‘Robyn Lynch supported by…’ series which sees the designer reconstructing specialist brands’ deadstock garments. 
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